Digital images cover the major portion of data that is being exchanged over communication network. When digital images are personal or confidential a high level security has to be provided. Traditional Encryption which is normally used to disguise data making it unintelligible to unauthorized observers do not consider the inherent features of images and thus is not considered to be highly effective with regard to computational complexity and also the security level enforced on images. This paper presents a new concept for image scrambling by applying pixel permutation and pixel substitution on an image split into irregular trapezoidal grids. Pixel permutation is performed using Arnold's 2-D cat map which will disarray the pixels. Then substitution is performed employing a distinctive feature that the key for substitution process for pixels are derived from the properties of the trapezoidal grid to which the pixel belongs. Thus pixels mapped to various grids will have different noise induction thus providing high level security. The entire process of pixel permutation and substitution is repeated for several iterations to provide higher level security. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can successfully scramble the images, and the security analysis of the algorithm also demonstrates that the proposed scheme can withstand various cryptanalytic and statistical attacks.
INTRODUCTION
With the huge growth of computer networks and the latest advances in digital technologies, a huge amount of digital data is being exchanged over various types of networks where digital images constitute a major chunk. Many digital services such as pay-TV, confidential videoconferencing, medical and military imaging systems require reliable security in storage and transmission to enforce confidentiality of digital images and videos. Traditionally Encryption is used to disguise data making it incomprehensible to unauthorized observers. There have been several image scrambling schemes for protecting confidentiality of sensitive images basically through cryptographic and steganographic techniques [1] . An image scrambling scheme basically transforms an image into another unintelligible image. Traditional methods for image encryption based on cryptography concept such as Data Encryption Standard (DES) and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) consider image or videos as a data stream and encrypt them block by block. However, their encryption and decryption processes have huge computation complexity. Intrinsic features of image such as bulky nature, high redundancy and high correlation among pixels call for the need to treat an image in a different way from text data with respect to confidentiality [1] . In spite of many efforts, analysis indicates that security level is still not strong for images and multimedia data in general [1, 3] . Also these techniques hardly take into account the significant intrinsic properties of images. This indicates the need for content-based schemes which are simpler yet stronger for protecting confidentiality of digital images. In this direction the proposed approach is one such effort to construct simpler yet efficient security model for image confidentiality. The rest of this paper is organized as followed. Section 2 provides the related work with regard to Image scrambling. Section 3 presents the basic concept of image encryption using chaotic maps.
Section 4 presents the overall architecture and proposed algorithm. Section 5 illustrates the experimental results carried out on various images. Section 6 provides the various security analyses carried out on the proposed algorithm. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper highlighting the accomplishments and scope for future work.
RELATED WORKS
The need to realize the security requirements of digital images have led to the development of several image scrambling techniques. Many efforts have been made to explore specific solutions to image scrambling. Numerous scrambling algorithms have been proposed in the literature based on different philosophy [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . There are image scrambling methods that offer partial scrambling, while others offer strong form of encryption. Algorithms which provide different levels of security ranging from degradation to strong encryption are categorized under scalable algorithms. Permutation based techniques are based on bit, pixel or block permutation [4] . There are approaches to scramble an image in a transformed domain by scrambling the transform coefficients. Some image encryption schemes are based on the multi-round combination of secret permutations and pixel value substitutions. Due to the tight relationship between chaos theory and cryptography, chaotic cryptography has been extended to design image scrambling schemes. Some encryption algorithms have been presented recently which are based on different chaotic maps [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The encryption algorithms often use two different chaotic maps; one to change image pixel positions; the other is used for changing image pixel values. A chaotic map based block cipher is a type of symmetric-key encryption algorithm that transforms a fixed-length group of plaintext bits into a group of ciphertext bits of the same length. Many symmetric block encryption techniques based on two-dimensional chaotic map, such as the standard map, cat map and baker map have been proposed [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . A chaotic stream cipher is a pseudorandom cipher generated by a chaotic map, which is used to encrypt a plaintext by an XOR operation. All these techniques substantiate Chaos based encryption techniques as a good approach for realistic use since these methods provide a good combination of speed and high security at reasonable computational complexity.
IMAGE SCRAMBLING USING CHAOTIC MAPS
The simplicity of discrete chaotic maps and well established chaos theory makes it a viable technique for image and video encryption to produce practically good solutions. Basically there exists two typical ways to use chaos in image and video scrambling schemes. One approach is to make use of chaos as a source to generate pseudorandom bits with desired statistical properties to realize secret encryption. The other approach is to use 2-D chaotic maps to realize secret permutations of digital images. The latter has been specially employed for chaos-based image encryption. The idea of using 2-D chaotic maps to design image encryption schemes was primarily proposed in [12] [13] [14] [15] and later standardized in [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Assuming that the size of the plain image is M x N, the scrambling procedure depicted in Fig 1 can be described as follows: i) Define a discretized and invertible 2-D chaotic map on an M x N lattice. The discretized parameters act as the secret key.
ii) Apply the discretized 2-D chaotic map on the plain image to permute all pixels.
iii) Transform the values of all the pixels using a substitution algorithm resulting in a flattened histogram of the image, implying uniform distribution of pixels. iv) Repeat the permutation and substitution process certain number of iterations to obtain the scrambled image. 
PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 4.1 Methodology and Distinctive Features
The proposed approach is based on pixel permutation using 2-D cat map and pixel substitution employing a novel concept of geometrical grid based noise induction. The proposed scheme for scrambling is given in Fig 2. As per this scheme the image is first partitioned into several arbitrary grids of geometrical objects (in the present case into trapezoidal grids). For this the plain image is partitioned into several arbitrary trapezoidal grids by drawing: i) horizontal lines at regular intervals on the image and ii) lines with different slopes across the image such that they do not intersect within the image area. The lines are drawn with the above property to constrain the grids formed to trapezoidal grids. This method of partitioning has a higher probability of image being partitioned into unique trapezoidal grids. To eliminate any chances of an attacker tracing out the grid formed on the image. Pixels are considered in terms of p x q pixel blocks and are mapped to their respective trapezoidal grid. For this a p x q pixel block is mapped on to a grid where its center lies. Fig 3 illustrates the formation of grids on an image. Pixel permutation is carried out using Eq.(2).The keys for pixel substitution are derived from the geometrical properties of the grids like the area or the perimeter of the grid. Using these keys the substitution process is carried out by adding noise to every pixel through simple substitution cipher. The process of pixel permutation and pixel substitution is repeated for n iterations to achieve the desired level of security. The parameters of the 2-D chaotic map and the number of iterations act as the key for realizing secret permutation of pixels while the slopes, intercept and interval of horizontal lines act as keys for pixel substitution. The same set of keys is used for descrambling the image.
For pixel permutation the 2-D invertible cat map introduced by Arnold and Avez [18] [19] is used which is given as: (1) Where,
2-D permutation Substitution
In Eq. 1 (x n , y n ) are the original coordinates and (xn+1, yn+1) are the transformed coordinates. The discretized version of generalized 2-D invertible cat map is obtained by changing the range of (x, y) from the unit square to the discrete lattice N × N as below: (2) a and b are positive integers and determinant of A is 1.
The distinctive feature of the proposed approach is that unlike the traditional image scrambling techniques which employ the same key or keys derived from the primary secret key, the proposed method generates the keys for substitution process from the grid structure formed on the image. For this the various parameters of the lines constitute as input. The uniqueness of the proposed approach is that it can support fixed length key or variable length key by restricting the maximum number of lines or by allowing number of lines to be arbitrary respectively. Further the choice of trapezoid as the geometric grid makes the grid formation complexity simpler yet providing grids with varied dimensions resulting in assorted noise added to pixels. Also the choice of variable number of lines and slopes results in a large key space which is very much desired in an efficient encryption technique to prevail over any attempt of brute force attack. Since the key for substitution process is derived from only the geometrical properties of the image grids, even distortion or loss of some pixel values during transmission will have an effect limited to only those pixels during the decryption process thus making the proposed approach robust.
Algorithm
Step 1: Divide the image of size N x N into arbitrary sized trapezoidal grids. This is done as follows:
ii) Draw horizontal straight lines on the image i.e., lines with zero slope at regular intervals of rows 'r'.
ii) Draw straight lines L i with slopes m i and y-intercept c i as shown in Fig. 3 between the first and last rows of the image. Further the slopes of the lines are chosen such that the straight lines do not intersect within the image area.
Step 2: Record the slope and y-intercept (m i , c i ) for all the lines.
Horizontal line row interval 'r' and (m i , c i ) are preserved as keys for computing the areas of various arbitrary sized trapezoidal grids formed on the image.
Step 3: Compute the area of the trapezoidal grids using Eq. (3) given below.
Area = ((s+t)*h)/2 (3)
h is the height of the trapezoidal grid, s and t are the bases of the trapezoid. s and t are computed by finding the point of intersection of two straight lines using their slopes and intercepts. Here h=r.
Step 4: Divide the image into blocks of size p x q pixels.
Step 5: Map these image blocks of size p x q onto their respective trapezoidal grid.
The mapping is done such that an image block is assigned to a grid if the center of the image lies on that grid. Step 6: Perform permutation of pixels using Arnold 2-D chaotic map defined in Eq. (2).
i.e., translate the original coordinates (x, y) of the image into the new coordinate (x, y) as below: x = (x + a*y) ( mod N ) (4) y = (b*x + (a*b + 1)*y) ( mod N )
Step 7: Using Area as key perform substitution using a substitution cipher. c = (p + Area) mod 256 (6) p is the original pixel and c is the transformed pixel.
Step 8: Repeat step 6 and step 7 n times.
For decryption and reconstruction of the original image, the above encryption process is reversed by using the same keys employed during encryption. Permutation of pixels is reversed using the inverse transformation given in Eq. (7). (7) 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Several images were tested using the proposed image scrambling scheme. The results for a grayscale image and a color image of sizes 512 x 512 are indicated in Fig 4 and 
SECURITY ANALYSIS
A good encryption procedure must be robust against all kinds of brute force, cryptanalytic and statistical attacks. To analyze the security of the proposed scheme, Entropy analysis, Histogram analysis and Correlation Coefficient analysis is carried out. Analysis of the proposed approach reveals that it is indeed strong against the most common attacks.
Histogram Analysis
An image histogram can be used to measure the statistical similarity between the original image and the scrambled image. Histograms demonstrate how pixels in an image are distributed by plotting the number of pixels at each intensity level. Histograms of several original images and corresponding encrypted images that have widely different content are analyzed. Histograms for the test images mentioned above are given in Fig 5 and Fig 8. It is evident from the results obtained that the histogram of the scrambled image compared to the original image is reasonably uniform and evenly spread across all possible intensity levels. Hence the scrambled image does not provide any clue for statistical attack.
Correlation Analysis
To examine the horizontal, vertical and diagonal correlation property among adjacent pixels, 1000 pairs of adjacent pixels were selected randomly and the correlation coefficient of each pair is computed using Eq. (8) for original image and scrambled image:
Here x and y are grayscale values of two adjacent pixels in the image.
It can be observed from Fig 6 and Fig 9 that the adjacent pixels of original image are highly correlated with a larger correlation coefficient. In Table 1 , higher value of correlation coefficient of original image indicates pixels in original image are highly correlated, whereas the smaller value of correlation coefficient of scrambled image indicate lesser correlation between image pixels which is the property desired from any image scrambling technique.
Entropy Analysis
Entropy, in an information sense is a measure of unpredictability. Entropy is proved to be a good method to express randomness or uncertainty of a random variable. For a digital image, Image Entropy indicates the amount of information contained in an image. It can be chosen as a measure of the detail provided by an image. Higher the value of entropy less is the information revealed. The entropy E n of a grayscale image is calculated as below: (12) p(i) is the probability of occurrence of a pixel with grayscale value i. If each symbol has an equal probability then entropy of 8 would correspond to complete randomness, which is the ideal value expected in a scrambled image. The entropy values obtained for various scrambled image indicate that the proposed method results in a scrambled image that is more heterogeneous thereby reducing the information revealed. The entropy of plain image and scrambled image are listed in Table. 1. 
CONCLUSION
The proposed work is a novel scheme for image scrambling with the unique feature that the key for pixel substitution is derived from the assorted grids formed by partitioning the image. This result in varied noise induced onto pixels depending on the grid to which it is mapped. With this distinctive property employed for pixel substitution, together with efficient permutation of pixels using 2-D cat map, the proposed scheme qualifies as a strong image scrambling technique. The user has the flexibility to choose the number of iterations for applying the chaotic transform to achieve different levels of security. The parameters of the chaotic function, parameters of the image grids and the number of iteration acts as security keys and also together provide a key space large enough to make brute force attacks and other cryptanalytical attacks infeasible. As future enhancement, the proposed work which employs simple substitution cipher and trapezoidal grids for exploratory purpose of the geometric grid framework can also be explored with various other advanced substitution ciphers and chaotic maps alongside other geometric grids.
